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Description

An American map titled "Newsmap, Monday, November 29, 1943." The globe map presents a top view of the world with
Japan located in the center. The map identifies locations of Japanese and Allied control, distances from San Francisco
and Tokyo to areas such as Manila and Singapore, and other details. The smaller globe, on the bottom right, highlights
areas under Japanese control. The other map, of Berlin, shows the locations of railroad lines and stations, airfields, radio
stations, electrical power plants, locomotive and tank works, gasworks, munitions and armament works, optical works,
and other details. Printed text and a photograph reveal news on multiple fronts. Printed text and a photograph on the
back informs soldiers of the importance of keeping secrets so as to keep the element of surprise. The photograph is of
a man acting like he is sneaking up behind a German soldier with a hatchet. The title of this section is
"Surprise?É¬¢?¢‚Äö¬¨?Ç¬¶A Powerful Weapon."

Date(s)
November 29, 1943
Cartographer Army Orientation Course, Morale Services Division, Army Service Forces, War Department. The globe
map was prepared by Richard Edes Harrison, Copyright, Time Inc., 1940.
Keywords World War, 1939-1945
Photo Color Color
Physical Size 35 X 47 inches

Related Collection (Plain)

https://www.trumanlibrary.gov/taxonomy/term/4169


Thirty-Fifth Division Association Records
Restrictions Restricted
Scale Globe map: Varies. Berlin: 2 inches = 4 miles
TIF Identifier M1740.tif

Rights

This item is copyrighted and cannot be published, reproduced, or otherwise used without the explicit permission of the
copyright holder.

Note: If you use this image, rights assessment and attribution are your responsibility.

Credit: Army Orientation Course, Morale Services Division, Army Service Forces, War Department. The globe map was
prepared by Richard Edes Harrison, Copyright, Time Inc., 1940.

Courtesy Harry S. Truman Library & Museum, Independence, Missouri.

Attention media: Please make note of this item's map number. Print out this page and retain it for your permissions
records before downloading this image file for possible publication. Library staff cannot sign permissions forms or
provide additional paperwork. The Library charges no usage fees for downloaded images. Fees are charged for higher
resolution scans.


